1. Introduction to orderings. Let (D, *) be a *-field; that is, a skew field D with an involution * (an anti-automorphism of order 2). Beginning with a definition of Baer, at least four different notions of ordering have been proposed for D [1, 3, 5, 6] with various relationships among them. In this paper we shall work with three of these notions, giving a description of the liftings to D of orderings of the residue class field of a valuation on D. The theorems proved below generalize the commutative theory for orderings and semiorderings (D commutative, * equal to the identity) found in [7, Chapter 7] . The pioneering work with valuations on *-fields was done by Holland [4, 5] . We shall find it convenient to slightly modify some of his definitions in order to arrive at a complete theory of how orderings lift. For D commutative with * = identity, a Baer ordering is a semiordering as defined in [7] . The next two definitions give different ways of extending the standard notion of ordering. (d)Pn-P = 0;
Some notation that we shall use throughout this paper includes writing S(D)
(e)P-PCP.
The definition of strong ordering which we have just given differs only in form from the definition in [5] . Note that P is a normal subgroup of D x since, for any x G P and d G D x , we have x" 1 = x*(xx*)~~1 G P and dxd~l = (dxd*)(dd*)~1 G P. It is easy to see that if P is a strong ordering, then P n S(D) is a Jordan ordering. Conversely, in [6] it is shown that any Jordan ordering gives rise to a strong ordering containing it. We shall see a somewhat more general version of this below (Theorem 2.5).
Valuation theory.
For general valuation theory on skew fields one can refer to [8] . We need our valuations to also be compatible with the involution *. Following [4], we define a *-valuation on a *-field (D, *) to be a valuation v onto an additively written ordered group T with the additional property that v( This definition of smoothness is slightly less restrictive than that found in [4, 5] in that it applies only to symmetric elements. This suffices for lifting Baer orderings. In Example 5.1 we exhibit a valuation on a quaternion algebra which is smooth in our definition but not that of [4] . To lift Jordan orderings, we need the valuation to be strongly smooth.
The following theorem gives a commonly occurring sufficient condition for a valuation to be strongly smooth. In particular, the order valuation [4, 5] arising from looking at archimedean classes with respect to a strong ordering always satisfies this condition [ whence, a* = s~1as and a -1 * = s~1a~1s.
our hypothesis on v implies
It follows that a*(a -1) = a* -1, or a*a + 1 = 2a*, whence â G S(D V ).
But then a = a*, so that 1 = a _1 (a -l)(a - We adopt the usual notion of compatibility of an ordering and a valuation. If P is any Baer, Jordan or strong ordering and v is any *-valuation of D, then we say that P and v are compatible if, whenever 0 < a < b with respect to P, then v(a) > v(b). Note that this implies that the residue class field of v has characteristic zero. In fact, the ordering P induces an ordering P on the residue class field. (b). We first note that, for any x, y E S(D) X , we have (xy) 2 + {yx) 2 = x{yxy) + (yxy)x G P (consider the two cases x G P and x G -P). , which in turn equals v(s) since the remainder of s has larger value. Since P is a Jordan ordering, we have sis 2 +s 2 si G P, and hence s G P by compatibility. We need Moreover, if one begins with a Jordan ordering P and constructs the order valuation v, then defining Q as in Theorem 2.5 gives a maximal strong ordering [6, Corollary 2.3.7] . We shall denote this particular strong ordering containing P by P s . Thus we have a oneto-one correspondence between Jordan orderings and maximal strong orderings. Our work below on lifting orderings from the residue class field applies equally to Jordan and maximal strong orderings. It will be convenient to frequently shift between the two concepts to take advantage of the fact that P is contained in S(D) X or that P s is closed under multiplication. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let v be a evaluation and let d G I1S( J D). Then v(d + d*) = v(d) if either of the following conditions hold:
(a) For a e IIS(D), beS(D) x , v(l + aba' 1 *^1) < 0, (b) v isD v -• D v satisfying (2.2) such that (a) through (g) hold:
K(l(dad'))ld^s(v(dad*))-^(v(a)
)
PROOF. Set 7 = v(a). Then we have
where the last step follows from Definition 2.1 for A s ( 7 ). D
Lifting Baer orderings.
Let (£>,*) be a *-field. We shall denote the set of all Baer orderings of (£>,*) by YD and the subset of defined by (i) (7 P (7)s(7) G P for all 7 G S(r) and 
PROOF. The function ap is well-defined by Theorem 2.7(d).
To deal with TV (7), we note that if there exists an appropriate a G P for one lifting of 7, then there exists a positive element for every lifting by Lemma 2.8. Next we claim that, given b G S (D V ) X , there exists an element a G S(D) X such that b = A~} Jas (7) -1 07^ (7)]. A first approximation to a is the element xs^apfî) where x is any lifting of A s ( 7 )(6); this satisfies the equation but may not be symmetric. Since b is symmetric, we have
[a*( S ( 7 )-1 <Tp (7)], the last equality following from the defining property of A Ä ( 7 ). It follows that there exists an element m G m v such that as(7) _1 = a*s (7) _1 +m. Now replace a by a -ms('y)/2. This is easily seen to be a symmetric element satisfying b -A", 1 Jas(7) -1 crp (7)]. This implies that TV ( 
PROOF. First note that if a G S(D) X , then v(a) G S(T)
, so V and a are defined at v(a). Also, the right hand side of (3. where ò = A~,j, ^c^d, and thus darf* G P since P(v(a)) is a Baer ordering.
Finally we check that P is closed under addition. Let a, b G P.
If v(a) = v(6), then (3.3) gives us A"* J(a + O)s(ü(a))-V^aö)] in V(v(a)).
Since we have a unit in D, we must have (v(a))) -v(a). Replacing v(a) by v(a + b) we obtain a + Thus, since A v is a valuation ring, it suffices to show that P and Q agree on A v . Now a e Q =ï A7 ( 1 7) as (7)" 1 o-(7) G P(7),7 = v(a) =^> 36 G P such that v(b) = 7 and as(y)~l = 6s (7) _1 . This implies that there exists an element m G m ï; such that a = b -f ras (7) . For OG4, we have 7 > 0, so v(ras(7)) > t;(a); by compatibility of P with v, we obtain a € P, which shows that P = Q.
Conversely, given mappings V and cr, define P by Lemma 3.2 and construct Vp and ap as in Lemma 3.1. For any 7 in S(r), we have A.7(ly)[ cr (7)s (7)]s (7) _1^ ( 7) = T e ^(7), hence ^(7)5(7) G P by Lemma 3.2. It follows that a = ap. Now b G Vp^f) implies by Lemma 3.1 that there exists a G P with t;(a) = 7 and b = A^1xas(7) _1 crp(7) = A~} ) as( f y)~1a( : y) G P(7), the last containment coming from Lemma 3.2. Thus VP = V. D 4. Jordan orderings. We now turn our attention to lifting Jordan orderings. At this point the theory becomes much more complicated than the commutative case in [7, Theorem 7.9] . One reason to expect this is that, unlike the commutative situation, there exist noncommutative *-fields for which Xp is empty but Y^ is nonempty (see PROOF. This will be proved by using the work of Holland and Idris mentioned in the remarks following Theorem 2.5. Let w be the order valuation on D for the ordering P and w be the order valuation on D v for the ordering P. Explicitly, this means that A w = {x G D\ n -xx* G P for some positive integer n) and A^ = {x G Z}" | n -xx* G P for some positive integer n). Letting <p : A v -> £>" denote the canonical homomorphism, it is easy to show that (p~1(A^-) = A w . Now the maximal strong orderings are defined by P s = {s + k \ s G P, fc* = -fc, w(fc) > 0} and P* = {s + fc| s G P, fc* =__--*, w(k) > 0}. Since ^(P s nA ?; ) is a strong ordering of D v containing P, it must be contained in P . Conversely, let s -f k be in P , where we may assume s G P without loss of generality. Also w(A; 
hence is a Jordan ordering because P is.
The set S(T) is a group by the comments following Lemma 2.6. For 7i, 72 in S(T), erpici + 7 2 ) = 1 ^ s(7i + 72) G P by definition of dp. By Theorem 2.7(h), this holds if and only if 5(71) and 5(72) both lie in P or both lie in -P, which in turn is equivalent to 0"p(7i)07^(72) = 1. Therefore op is a character and (b) holds.
Next let 7 be any element of S(r)/2I\ By Lemma 3.2, we have b G Vp(^y) <£=> b -K~} xas (7) _1 (7p (7) for some a G P with v(a) = 7.
Thus if b G Pp (7), then A, s(7) 6 G (P s fì^) = P P (Ö) S by Lemma
Therefore b G A^^Ö)*) H S(A,)
. Conversely, assume 6 G A iT(7)(^(Ô) A ) n S(A;). Let c G P s fi A* such that A. s(7) ò = e and set a = ^(7)^(7). Then b = K(\f = A 7 ( 7 ) as (7) _1^p ( (2) =Kl). We must check the multiplicative property for the Baer order- lies in A-J, (aiaa)) (Pp(Ü) Ä ) H S(£>") = V P (v{a x a 2 )). By Lemma 3.2, we obtain a\a 2 + a 2 ai £ P, and thus P G X^. D In the commutative case with * = id, the conditions of the corollary, when they hold for all real valuations, have numerous other equivalent conditions, giving the so-called SAP fields which have been considered by many authors (for definitions, see [7] ). It is not known to what extent these other conditions will generalize to *-fields. Note that the skew element x is not smooth since a# = xa*x _1 = a for a E C, and thus # = id which is not equivalent to *. Similarly, for any element of v~1(l) i so v is (strongly) smooth in our definition but not in that of [4] . EXAMPLE 5.2. Set D = C((#))((y)), Laurent series in two variables with xy = -yx. Now define * so that it will be conjugation on C with x* = x and y* -y:
(£o"*v)* = £a; Ä (-i) r vy.
A computation shows that this does indeed give an involution. Then ZD = C((x 2 ))((y 2 )), so again we have D being a quaternion algebra over its center; but in this case the involution * is not the standard one. We shall see that this has a marked effect on the orderings, primarily because we must now order a much larger set of symmetric elements. 
